The emergence of the OneSAF Objective System (OOS) with its corresponding OneSAF Terrain Format (OTF) as
the replacement for a number of constructive simulations including OneSAF Testbed (OTB) has generated
significant interest in the reuse of OTB databases within OOS. TerraSim Professional Services provides the
capability to transform your OTB terrain databases in CTDB format into fully correlated pairs of CTDB and OTF
terrain files. Using our expertise and technology in the generation of complex constructive simulation databases,
including detailed urban insets, TerraSim can quickly extract all geospatial information from legacy CTDB
databases to produce a fully validated and correlated OTF format database.
Our CTDB data extraction technology recovers all CTDB feature categories including volumes, linears, laid linears,
abstract features, and microwater. Gridded, tinned or hybrid terrain elevation models are supported. The
extraction process preserves all material (PAT) attribution. MES structures are extracted into a TerraTools model
library, which can be exported in OpenFlight or transformed into a OOS UHRB model library.
Our engineers will map your CTDB content to the current OneSAF environmental data model (EDM) required by
the OTF content specifications. We transform the extracted CTDB source vector and elevation data to a geodetic
coordinate system without introduction of geometric anomalies, preserving both position and accuracy. We also
apply a vertical datum correction to support the OOS requirements for an ellipsoid elevation model. Finally, we
convert any OTB multi-elevation surface (MES) objects present in the CTDB to OOS ultra high resolution building
(UHRB) and integrate them into the OTF terrain database.
TerraSim Professional Services can be tailored to meet a variety of customer needs, including:
•Augmentation of the legacy CTDB with new cultural feature vectors or digital elevation models
•Area-based intensification to fill our CTDB extent to OneSAF geo-cell boundaries
•Augmentation with correlated OTB MES and OOS UHRB buildings
•Delivery of derived CTDB source data as 3D shapefiles and DEM
Source data extracted from CTDB for reuse in correlated OTF
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Contact us at sales@terrasim.com for a competitive quotation.
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